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QUESTION 1

You have several users who dial in to a remote access server using multilink connections, combining two modems into
a single link. Although this provides a higher bandwidth to the users, you find the server runs out of modem lines
frequently, and most users are not using their connections to their full potential. Which of the following is a solution to
this issue? 

A. Disable multilink connections. 

B. Set the maximum number of multilink ports to one. 

C. Use VPN instead of dial-in access. 

D. Enable Bandwidth Allocation Protocol (BAP). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using Network Monitor to analyze IPSec packets that are using ESP. The data packet section is not viewable.
What must you do to properly view the data packet section of the frames? 

A. Set ESP to use the same encryption policy as the Network Monitor machine. 

B. Disable AH policies. 

C. Install the ESP filter DLL and update the parser.ini file. 

D. Configure the ESP policy to use null encryption. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a number of users who need to be able to roam through the building with their laptop computers and still stay
connected to the network. Because of the nature of their work, it is important that they have relatively fast access for
transferring a lot of very large data files over the network. You need to implement a wireless network that can connect
devices up to 54 Mbps and a minimum of 24 Mbps. Which IEEE standard should you choose? 

A. 802.15 

B. 802.11a 

C. 802.11b 

D. 802.1x 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 4

The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain named ABC.com. All the servers on the network run
Windows Server servers. 

The network contains a file server named ABC-SR24. ABC-SR24 hosts shared folders for users in the Sales
department. 

All shared folders are backed up using a Normal backup on a weekly basis over the weekend. An incremental backup of
the shared folders is taken every night. 

A Copy backup of the shared folders is taken every Thursday night after the incremental backup. On Friday morning,
the Sales manager reports that he has accidentally deleted an important file. He asks you to restore the file as quickly
as 

possible. He doesn\\'t know when the file was last modified. 

From which backup tape or tapes should you restore the file? 

A. The last normal backup and the last incremental backup. 

B. The last normal backup and the incremental backups from Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 

C. The last incremental backup. 

D. The last normal backup. 

E. The last Copy backup. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a consultant. You have been called in to troubleshoot a malfunctioning NLB cluster that is supposed to serve
Web pages with IIS. The cluster contains four hosts, but only one host at a time will successfully form the cluster.
Clients appear to have no problems connecting to any of the single-host cluster configurations. What is the most likely
cause of the problem? 

A. The hosts are configured with duplicate priorities. 

B. The hosts are configured with different port rules. 

C. The hosts are configured with different cluster IP addresses. 

D. The hosts are configured with duplicate cluster IP addresses. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The company consists of an Active Directory domain called ABC.com. All servers on the corporate network run
Windows Server. 



The network contains a server that runs Internet Authentication Service (IAS) called ABC-SR01. ABC-SR01also runs
the Routing and Remote Access service to provide VPN access to the network for external users. During routine
monitoring 

you discover that an external unauthorized user is trying to access the network through ABC-SR01. 

How would you set up ABC-SR01 to log the IP addresses of the remote computers when they attempt to connect to the
network using the VPN connection? 

A. Log the details of the access attempts by the VPN users by using IAS to configure the Authentication requests option
enabled in the Remote Access Logging. 

B. Log the details of the access attempts by the VPN users by configuring the Routing and Remote Access service to
log all IPSec connections. 

C. Log the details of the access attempts by the VPN users by enabling auditing of TCP/IP.sys. 

D. Log the details of the access attempts by the VPN users by enabling auditing of all Account Logon events on a
domain controller. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You are working as the administrator at ABC.com. The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain
named ABC.com. The ABC.com network contains a DMZ that contains a two-node Network Load Balancing cluster,
which 

is located in a data centre that is physically impenetrable to unauthorized persons. 

The cluster servers run Windows Server Web Edition and host an e-commerce website. The NLB cluster uses a virtual
IP address that can be accessed from the Internet. 

What can you do to mitigate the cluster\\'s most obvious security vulnerability? 

A. Configure the cluster to require IPSec. 

B. Configure the network cards to use packet filtering on all inbound traffic to the cluster. 

C. Use EFS on the server hard disks. 

D. Configure intrusion detection the servers on the DMZ. 

E. Configure Mac addressing on the servers in the DMZ. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You are configuring a remote access server on a Windows Server computer. The same server is acting as a domain
controller and DHCP server, assigning IP addresses to clients. Which of the following is the simplest method of
assigning IP addresses for remote clients? 



A. Manually configure each client with an IP address. 

B. Configure the RRAS server to use DHCP. 

C. Configure a static address pool. 

D. Use APIPA. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You are setting up a procedure to keep documents exchanged between members of the R and D department secret.
They will be sending these documents across the Internet to each other. Which PKI process will you need to employ to
achieve this? 

A. Confidentiality 

B. Non-repudiation 

C. Authentication 

D. Data Integrity 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You have enabled RRAS on your Windows Server computer. You want to set up IP packet filtering to help you manage
access from remote clients. Where in the Routing and Remote Access console will you enable IP packet filters? 

A. The properties of the remote-access ports 

B. The properties of the remote-access server 

C. The profile of a remote-access policy 

D. The conditions of a remote-access policy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to use the RSoP tool in logging mode to build some reports on the existing policy settings of one of your client
computers. You have used RSoP before in planning mode, but never in logging mode. You open the RSoP Wizard from
the Active Directory Users and Computers console, as you’ve done before, but you notice that there is no mechanism
for selecting the mode, and only planning mode seems to be available. What is the problem? 

A. The RSoP Wizard runs only in planning mode. 

B. You should open the RSoP Wizard from Active Directory Sites and Services instead. 



C. You should open the RSoP Wizard from the RSoP MMC instead. 

D. You can select logging mode when you open the RSoP in Active Directory Users and Computers. You must have
overlooked the option. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You are working on an existing server. The NIC manufacturer has notified you of an updated driver for your card that will
greatly improve performance. You download and install the new driver. Before you reboot the system, you perform an
ASR backup. When you reboot the system, it reaches the graphical portion of the boot process and presents a STOP
message. What is the proper process for recovering from this problem? 

A. Perform an ASR restore from the ASR backup set you created before the reboot. 

B. Reboot the system, press F8 when prompted during the boot process, select Last Known Good Configuration, and
press Enter. 

C. Reinstall the operating system and do a restore of the system from tape backup. 

D. Reboot the system, press F8 when prompted during the boot process, select Safe Mode, and press Enter. 

Correct Answer: B 
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